[The morphogenesis of the human brain on the 27th-35th day of development with disordered neurulation].
Human embryos with anomalies of brain and spinal cord were studied on 27-35th day of the development. It was established that developmental anomalies were associated with the disturbed formation of neural tube. The reconstruction of three-dimensional brain arrangement of embryos has shown the presence of different variants of nonclosed medullar tori. In mild disturbance of neurulation, there is an acceleration of organogenesis and morphological differentiation induced by the shackening of normal mechanical tensions and relaxation of neuroepithelial layers. In presence of substantial parts of open neural tube, the development of brain and ectodermal derivatives becomes disturbed to be a possible cause of anencephaly and hypotelorism. The type of disturbed neurulation inducing developmental anomalies of nervous system is suggested to be a factor which determines forms of secondary craniofacial and cranial pathology.